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ABSTRACT  
Agent simulation in the context of architecture is a great practical tool for analysing space and 
examining its influence from the perspective of users. On the other hand, the theories and concepts 
that deal with human cognition as it relates to environments are typically studied within the field of 
environmental psychology. Research on the intersection between the two fields has focused mainly on 
the analysis of the built environment but not necessarily the agents themselves. The present research 
applies the theories in environmental psychology as rules in an agent simulation model validated by 
comparing the results with actual mapped human behavioural patterns in space. It aims to develop a 
method and a tool for analysing space from the perspective of the users and thus allow for the design 
of built environments that take that perspective into account.  

We specifically used visibility graphs to map the visitors’ field of view on spatial configurations as a 
proxy for the concepts of “prospect and refuge” in environmental psychology. We then applied an 
agent model to the same spatial configurations that simulated the tendency to prefer sitting areas that 
are a certain distance from others and as well as other elements of human cognition such as the 
perception of crowdedness of a space and uncertainty. We validated the simulation model against on-
site observations to examine how the hypothetical patterns it creates relate to the observed patterns in 
real-world settings in the context of the theories implemented from environmental psychology.  

No statistically significant correlations emerged between the theoretical patterns and observed 
behaviour pointing to the complexity of human usage patterns in space as well as the difficulties of 
measuring it. Nevertheless, the proposed research provides a framework for investigating people’s 
possible staying patterns over spatial configurations and seat arrangements with different concordant 
rates according to crowdedness conditions and group type. 

KEYWORDS  
Agent Based Simulation, Visibility Graph Analysis, Prospect and Refuge Theory, Personal Space, 
Environmental Psychology  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 Researchers and designers have tried to study how people understand and use space for decades using 
various methods and tools. One of the tools developed for this purpose is agent analysis. In most of its 
implementations agent analysis is created to simulate human locomotion in space giving insights 
about how that space is being used. There are though other aspects of human behaviour in space apart 
from its traversal that are rarely studied, such as the choice of where to pause and stay or sit. A 
different agent model is thus required to fully simulate the diverse human usage of environments. The 
present study proposes such an agent based simulation model for seat choice based on visual 
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cognition similar to the agent model proposed by Turner (2007) but static. The model also applies the 
theories of environmental psychology which are hard to describe by visual cognition alone and but 
can aid in explaining patterns of human space usage. 

There has been extensive research in environmental psychology about human cognition in 
environments. Appleton (1975) introduced his prospect and refuge theory about the human desire to 
stay in a space with a great capacity to see without being seen, which is closely related to visibility 
and staying patterns. Sommer (1969) investigated the patterns of how people arrange themselves in 
space with others through his studies on personal space, which included seat choice experiments. 
These theories have been applied to space analysis to recognise human cognitions and usage of space. 
Ostwald and Dawes (2013) analysed space using prospect and refuge theory, and Sailer and Psathiti 
(2017) studied seat preferences considering the theory. These approaches have helped to reveal both 
patterns of people’s usage of space and cognitions and their complexity.   

Although the theories and the hypothetical stay patterns of users in space have been investigated 
through existing environment observation and analysis, they need to be applied to planned spaces, 
which have only been approximated using the imaginations of designers and their subjective 
experiences. Thus, we propose an agent model as a tool to simulate human staying patterns in both 
existing and planned spaces. We examine how well the model approximates the real world by 
comparing the outputs of the simulation with collected observed data. 

The present agent simulation model certainly has limits, especially since it only considers visibility 
and personal cognitions on an environment (e.g. effect of personal space on choice of seat), while 
there are several complex factors that could be taken into consideration for seat selection in real 
situations. It does not estimate the probability of seat choice with all the parameters that can be 
considered but compares seat choice in a space to the present possibilities and determines how it is 
applied in a real space. 

As a first step, we explored the psychological theories on seat choice and implemented them using 
Visibility Graph Analysis (VGA) which helps us map these theories on physical space, as spatial 
patterns (Ch.3.1). Based on the proposed VGA, an agent-based simulation model is developed using 
personal space principles exploring the patterns of human stay in a real-world setting, which consists 
of a user, a spatial configuration and seats (Ch.3.2). Lastly, the results of the agent simulation are 
compared to the results of the case study (Ch.4). 

 

2. BACKGROUND    

2.1 VGA and Agent Based Simulations  
 As a measurement for describing space with human visibility, Benedikt (1979) proposed the Isovist, 
defined as the set of all points visible from a given vantage point in space. Isovists are used to derive 
graphs in Visibility Graph Analysis (VGA). These are graphs of mutually visible locations in space 
typically represented as a set of colours on a grid of space. It is commonly used for analysing space 
since it allows complicated properties of visibility to be mapped in space (Turner, et al., 2001). 

Agent-based simulation is also a common and efficient technique for analysing space and estimating 
humans’ space use. There are many approaches to develop it given its specific purpose. One approach 
is to use Isovists in the model, which allows us to describe space from the perspective of individuals, 
thus illustrating how people perceive space (Turner, et al., 2001). The two methods complement each 
other in analysing space. Agent simulation describes space via the perspective of individuals, whilst 
VGA illustrates visibility of space as a whole, not from only a single viewpoint. 

Various metrics have been developed to measure visibility both in VGA and agent-based simulation, 
thereby illustrating the diverse properties of space. Turner, et al. (2001) explored various such metrics, 
including the clustering coefficient, mean shortest path length and neighbourhood size.  We are 
interested in two of these metrics, Connectivity (the graph neighbourhood size)which is equivalent to 
the Isovist area and shows the visible area from the viewpoint and Line of Sight (LoS), which 
represents visible distance from a viewpoint. 
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In particular, LoS has been revealed to be related to humans’ space use in relevant research. For 
instance, Turner and Penn (2007) have used agent based simulation to approximate human trajectories 
within buildings and urban spaces with the agents following the longest Line of Sight, which allows 
them to respond to the environment immediately. Koutsolampros (2017) also explored LoS to prove 
its correlation with human visual cognition and efficiency to calculate visibility.   

In addition, the approach of an evolved agent with a simple rule of LoS is an effective way to apply a 
theory about spatial cognition into a complex system, showing a correlation with collective patterns of 
human behaviour. 

 

2.2. Environmental Psychology 
 As an interdisciplinary field, environmental psychology has researched the relations between built 
environments and human cognition. Various methods and concepts have been examined aiming to 
understand why humans prefer specific spaces to pause, sit and stay.  

Hall (1969) introduced the term Proxemics, a notable spatial relationship between people. According 
to the ensuing studies, the interpersonal distance between humans is illustrated with four zones: 
intimate (0.45m radius), personal (1.2m), social (3.7m) and public distance (7.6m). In particular, the 
second large zone, social distance, is the outermost layer for acquaintances; outside this zone is for the 
public. 

Similarly, Sommer (1959) defined personal space as the invisible boundary of animal and human 
differentiated from the territories which are marked so that they are visible. The researcher 
investigated the arrangements of seats and distance for communication through the concepts of 
personal space, providing insight into patterns of seat preference and personal space.    

However, the concept of personal space is non-deterministic, having many variables. To be specific, 
People feel personal space with vague terms such as ‘far enough’, ‘slightly far’ and ‘close enough’ 
including an opposite sense of distances, far and close, to a certain degree. 

Researchers have tried to measure and estimate this subjective realm and applied many mathematical 
methods including fuzzy logic, which was developed by Zadeh (1965). Fuzzy logic has dealt with this 
type of uncertainty, which is hard to describe in black and white terms and has used across disciplines 
to consider the imprecision of space such as weather maps. 

Especially in architectural studies, researchers used fuzzy logic to mathematically represent the 
vagueness of personal space. For example, Cekmis, Hacihasanoglu and Ostwald (2014) presented 
conceptually separated borders between zones instead of physical demarcation using fuzzy logic. 

When it comes to the spatial preference of people for where they pause and stay, Osmond (1959) 
revealed how people interact with each other through different environment settings coining the terms 
sociopetal and sociofugal to illustrate the spatial arrangement that encouraged or discouraged social 
interaction. This gave an insight into the possibilities of human stay patterns in space regarding the 
aspect of human spatial perceptions.  

Sommer (1959) also contributed to the study of human spatial preferences, especially in patterns of 
seat arrangement. In one experiment, the preference for seat arrangement varied according to different 
environmental settings as well as relationships between people in the space, providing a basic idea of 
choice of seats.  

Appleton (1975) explained the human desire to seek a place for stay using an example from nature 
wherein animals seek a place to look for prey without being seen, known as the Prospect and Refuge 
theory. According to this theory, the preferred place among people is one with a good capacity to see 
and not to be seen. The principle of this theory can be approximated using such visual measures as 
connectivity and LoS, and have been examined through architectural analytical research (Ostwald and 
Dawes, 2013). In their study, the shortest line of sight (shortest radial line) is proposed to represent the 
visibility of refuge and the longest line of sight (longest radial line) is proposed for prospect; however, 
the study applied a line of sight into a one-dimensional coordinate only. In this context, the theory has 
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been used for analysing built environments from the perspective of human spatial preferences, thus 
contributing to our understanding of the relationship between human behaviour and the environment.  

Research into empirical patterns of spatial preferences to stay in real settings have contributed to the 
theories applied to built environments. For instance, according to Robson (2002), the ‘anchored seats’ 
bounded by permanent or semi-permanent structures are preferred by people in space. Such a pattern 
was more distinct to the user who dines alone. Although the intersection between the preferences for 
anchored seats and the prospect and refuge theory was not referred to in Robson’s study, the 
preference has properties that may be regarded as an empirical example of the theory in a real setting. 

As another pattern to seat preference, seats with higher eccentricity tend to have higher occupancy 
compared to other seats (Psathiti and Sailer, 2017). Spatial eccentricity thus represents how far the 
location is from the centre of space, which is related to connectivity.  

 

3. METHODOLOGY    

 This research consisted of three phases to explore the patterns of seat choice. The first phase was to 
develop a ‘choice of seats’ agent based simulation model which comprised of applying Prospect and 
Refuge theory to VGA and then allowing the agents to select seats based on the new values of the 
VGA and the principle of personal space. The second phase was to gather human choice of seats data 
in a case study at a cafe in the British library. Finally, the result of agent based simulation was 
compared to the observed data from the case study to evaluate its validity. 

3.1 Developing New VGA for Prospect and Refuge theory 
 To apply the theory of Prospect and Refuge to VGA, we introduced a new metric called the ‘Prospect 
and Refuge value’ (PRv). Given that the theory is abstract, the terms had to be defined clearly in a 
visibility graph comprised of vertices and edges (cells and visibility lines). Prospect and Refuge 
represent the visibility from or to a location, respectively, and PRv is the Prospect visibility divided by 
the Refuge visibility for the visibility graph analysis. 

 

Figure 01. Connectivity and Line of Sight (LoS) for PRv calculation 

 

In terms of calculating visibility, two measurements from space syntax were explored for the present 
study, namely Visual Connectivity and Line of Sight (Figure 01). These represent how much total 
space and how far away one can see from a location respectively. More specifically, Visual 
Connectivity is the sum of immediately visible (and thus connected) cells from a location. LoS can be 
thought of as rays from the location to all the visible space linking them together.  

Despite the fact that both methods are intuitive to represent visibility, PRv using LoS shows more 
marked patterns of the theory such as spatial eccentricity compared to PRv using Connectivity. 
Combined with its established use in the literature, the LoS method has been used to calculate the 
visibility of prospect and refuge theory in the present study. 
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It is noted that the PRv analysis uses a partial angle (within FoV) Isovist contrary to a full angle 
Isovist of previous applications of LoS. The reason for using partial Isovist is that it is the VGA for 
the seat choice, a static human behaviour. Once people select seats, making changes is limited on the 
pre-set seating arrangements and its orientation. 

In this context, two issues are considered, FoV angle and Orientation of the front-facing limited 
Isovist. In space syntax and previous research, the angle of FoV has been set from 170 to 180 degrees. 
But previous research about Binocular Vision and Stereopsis in Neuroscience have proposed that it is 
at 114 degrees of the human horizontal FoV in which humans can recognise depth (Henson, D.B. 
1993). The present research investigates the difference between the two FoV discussed in the 
literature and identifies the better degree for the present model. In terms of orientation, four 
orientations for each cells are calculated, up, down, left and right. 

  

FoV = 180 FoV = 120 (FoV angle for PRv) 
 

   

Directional VGA FoV=180 FoV=120 

Figure 02. VGA for Prospect and Refuge with 180 FoV (top left) and 120 FoV(top right) in “T” shaped abstract space. 
Directional cell of Prospect and refuge VGA (bottom left) and the errors of 180 degrees FoV at the cells facing “T” shaped 

wall (bottom right). 
 

 As seen in Figure 02, the Prospect value at the 180 degrees FoV is abnormal. The patterns show that 
the locations (cells on the grid) with good visibility values in its lateral side are given high values 
although they are actually facing a wall and having a blocked visibility. In contrast, the FoV at 120 
degrees results in more convincing Prospect values. To avoid the error at 180 degrees in the graph, the 
120 degree of FoV for Prospect and 240 degrees for Refuge are chosen in the proposed agent 
simulation model.   

Therefore, PRv is defined in the length of the longest LoS within the 120 degrees FoV (prospect 
visibility) divided by the length of the shortest LoS outside FoV, 240 degrees, (refuge visibility) at a 
location.  
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3.2 Applying the principle of Personal Space in the Agent Based Simulation  
 If the agent only selects the highest value on the map of prospect-refuge, only specific areas with 
higher prospect-refuge values are occupied by agents which makes the simulation irrelevant to real 
settings. To avoid this problem, agents are given their own personal space which makes agents select 
seats keeping a distance from other agents. Although different research relevant to personal space has 
defined the concepts in terms of personal space for communication, in the present research, the 
definition of personal space is limited to the personal space for privacy only and referred to as ‘P-
space’ and ‘P-distance’ (Personal-Space and Personal-Distance). 

The concept of personal space in this paper is only taken into account when an agent is placed in the 
environment to balance the selection of a seat among the seats of existing agents. In that way, the 
personal space doesn’t affect the status of the existing agent, whereas in a real environment personal 
space is affected both for and by people who are already occupying seats and those who are trying to 
sit. For example, people who feel an intrusion to their personal space can move to the other place. 
Thus, it is a generalised and simplified rule in comparison to its application in a real setting. 

When trying to put the personal space as a variable in the system, there is a problem of uncertainty 
and indeterminacy of human usage of space. Besides, Personal space is a subjective realm which is 
not measured and expected by strict rule. Thus, fuzzy logic is used to define the imprecise attributes 
of personal space in the present model.  

To shape the personal space of the individual agents we apply the previously mentioned method of 
fuzzy logic and consider them the fuzzy object. Each agent is assigned a matrix in the same grid 
system as the Prospect and Refuge VGA. Each cell on the grid has its own personal space strength for 
each fuzzy object marking its strength in the range from 0 to 1 (strength “0” is the cell not affected by 
personal space and “1” is the cell which has the strongest strength of personal space).  

To create this personal space matrix, we apply the Mamdani type fuzzy method which comprises 3 
steps: Fuzzification, Rule evaluation, and finally Aggregation and Defuzzification. In the first stage of 
the process, the fuzzy set is given three variables which are fuzzified by a membership function. The 
three variables are evaluated by 27 rules in the second stage. Lastly, the results of the evaluation are 
aggregated and defuzzified to map the space grid with the strength of personal space of the fuzzy 
object. 

Step 01. Fuzzification: Three Independent Variables as an Input Data. 

 The strength of personal space is defined by both the direction and the distance of the cell from the 
fuzzy object and by a given crowdedness level. For example, the influence of personal space on the 
cell is stronger under less crowded conditions, and when the fuzzy object is closest and facing the cell. 
These three independent variables are fuzzified by using trapezoidal membership functions (Figure 
03) which is the most common and efficient way of fuzzification. (Barua, 2014) 

While in this model we only used three variables defining the strength of personal space, there are 
different possible parameters which could be involved in determining the degree of personal buffer 
zone. Many individual profiles could be taken into consideration for the parameters. Gender would be 
one of the influential factors (Allgeier and Byrne, 1973). In addition, race, culture and personality 
could be also regarded as possible factors. However, the possibility of these factors mentioned above 
are not included in this model. This is because the factors are relatively subjective and equivocal, and 
too hard to observe and determine to put into the fuzzy sub-set as a crisp, as clear variables are 
required for the imprecise fuzzy set. Furthermore, the factors have marginal correlations to visibility 
which is the main focus of the proposed research. 

Step 02. Rule Evaluation  

 In the next stage, the fuzzified input variables are evaluated by the fuzzy reasoning process. This 
process involves 27 rules to formulate the truth value into an outcome fuzzy set, which consist of “if-
then rules” (Figure 03).  The antecedent of each rule is examined through Zadeh operators to be 
evaluated, and resulted into a single value.   
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Figure 03. Three trapezoidal membership functions of three inputs in the system (top), and the diagram for the process of rule 
evaluation of fuzzy logic (bottom). 

 

The diagrams in Figure 03 illustrate a part of whole process of implication, and the output fuzzy set is 
formulated in this way through all 27 rules. The results from this evaluation are scaled and clipped to 
be defuzzified, a process which makes the data easier to process, but inevitably means losing part of 
the set being clipped. 

(And) µD2(W) = min[µB1(y) , µC3(z)] (Or) µD2(W) = max[µB1(y) , µC3(z)] (Zadeh, 1965) 

 

Step 03. Aggregation and Defuzzification  

 The values from each of the rules are combined using the OR operator to make a single continuous 
variable. The variable is the membership degree of this fuzzy set representing the strength of personal 
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space of the each cell on the grid.  To defuzzify the values the methods Centre of Gravity (COG) is 
used.   

  

(Hillier, B., 1973) 

 

  

Crowdedness Lvl. : 0.80 Crowdedness Lvl. : 0.10 

Figure 04. Sets of defuzzified outcome using COG methods at Crowdedness Lvl. 0.80 (left) and 0.10 (right). 

 

3.3 The Rule of Agent Based Simulation  
 The process of an agent’s seat choice involves the agent firstly selecting a seat with the best PRv in a 
given space. The personal space of existing agents in the space is also taken account within this 
process. Once an agent selects a seat, the agent’s stay on the seat is counted until a pre-set duration for 
stay is over, and the agent leaves the seat after the counting is finished. While the agent occupies a 
seat, it places its own matrix, which contains the strength of its personal space over each cell on the 
grid, onto the existing VGA in order to “protect” that space from others (Figure 05).   

 
Figure 05. Flow chart of the agent decision process for choice of seats 

 

It should be noted that there are pre-set values in the system to duplicate complex real-world settings 
within the limits of the virtual simulation environment. In the real world, the expected duration of stay 
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of people is extremely hard to approximate given different factors. Thus, in the present model, the 
duration of stay is not set; rather, it varies depending on crowdedness level. 

This is because we can measure and estimate the crowdedness level with less complexity and 
uncertainty than the duration of time that individuals stay. If a crowdedness level of space reaches the 
maximum degree which is already set in the system, the oldest agent (the first agent coming to the 
place) leaves its seat. In this way, the crowdedness level maintains a certain given degree.  

The number of people in a group of users in a real setting also varies over time and place. But, in the 
present agent simulation, the number of people in a group is limited to one. In other words, the agent 
only simulates an individual user. This is because, once a table is occupied by a group, no matter the 
number of people in the group, it will hardly be selected by others unless its crowdedness level is 
extremely high. Nevertheless, the group size needs to be considered to reduce the gap between agent 
simulation and human choice of seats. 

 

3.4 Case Study 
3.4.1 Observation Site 

 

Figure 06. The cafe-like space in the British Library floor plan and zoning with seat ID (left), a photo of the site (right). 
 

 In order to validate the results of the simulation, we observed the choice of seats at a cafe-style 
seating space in the British Library (Figure 06).  The site has one small cafe and three points of access 
to the area, including a staircase. It is located deep on the first floor of the library, away from the main 
path of the building such that it may offer a proper atmosphere to work and rest at the same time. The 
people observed here varied in their number of people in a group and activities. They mainly study 
and work in the place, but they also have gatherings and rest at the same time. 

Many reasons were taken into consideration when selecting this site for observing the application of 
the theory.  The prospect and refuge theory could be applied to furniture arrangement as well as to the 
configuration of space. If surrounded by a type of furniture that provides people with a highly 
satisfying prospect and refuge, this may attenuate the effect of spatial configuration on seat choice. To 
avoid this, the site was chosen because it had a low variety of furniture. The cafe has only one type of 
chairs and two types of tables: a round table for four chairs and a square table for two chairs, thus 
fulfilling this condition sufficiently. In addition, the cafe has different features of seating 
configuration relation, having seats surrounded by one and two side walls, seats that are not 
surrounded and seats near columns, which can affect visibility in different ways.  There are many 
factors which can affect a choice of seats, such as the staircase, different ceiling heights, different 
lighting (Gochenour, 2014), a grand glass wall called the King’s Library (Right at figure 06) and a 
cafe. However, these are not considered in this research, which uses simpler measures of visibility. 

 

3.4.2 Observation Methodologies 

 To observe seat choice of people the space syntax’s observation methodology known as ‘static 
snapshot’ was used. This allowed the researchers to see the patterns of people’s seat choice clearly. In 
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addition to this, the ‘time lapse’ method was also used to find out the relation of seat choice in order. 
To make the process of observation easy and precise, it was done using an observation program 
developed for the proposed research instead of marking all of the seat selections on paper sheets. By 
using this tool, the researchers recorded every seat selection, the duration of seating and the order of 
selections. 

The program also allowed recording users within four categories, differentiated by the number of 
people: individual or group, and the type of activity: rest or work.  Users were roughly categorised as 
having the purpose of ‘work’ if they were reading books or using their laptop, and ‘rest’ if they 
appeared to be eating, drinking or socialising and not reading or using a laptop.   

The observation happened on two consecutive Saturdays, for seven hours, gathering 14 hours of data 
in total.  Each hour was treated as a ‘slot’ for purposes of later analysis.  For the purpose of tracking 
the chronology and quantity of changes to how people came in and out to occupy the space, any single 
change (joining or leaving) was regarded and recorded as a “turn”. 

 

4. RESULTS 

 We used the observation data to validate the results of the agent-based simulation. Firstly, we 
checked whether the agent simulation chooses seats with a high PRv, and compared it to the results of 
the onsite observation. 

4.1 Site Analysis Using VGA for Prospect and Refuge 
 The space was analysed using the prospect and refuge VGA to examine its spatial properties for 
choice of seats (Figure 07).  The seat arrangement of the site is illustrated in Figure 06 and the total 
number of seats was 76 (including a seat for the researcher) with 30 tables. All the seats are given a 
seat ID from 0 to 75 for analysis. The average PRv of the seats was 0.39, with a maximum theoretical 
possible value of 1.00. Seats facing east in zones A and F had a high PRv (maximum PRv in the zones 
is 1.0) while seats in zones D and E (maximum PRv in the zones is 0.4) were not regarded as suitable 
seat placements for Prospect and Refuge, thus shown in blue colour which represents a low PRv (see 
zone A to J in figure 06). 

 

Figure 07. Application of Prospect and Refuge VGA on site 

4.2 The Results of Observation  
 Across the two observations, the seat choices of 540 people were observed (1st observation: 319, 2nd 
observation: 221), creating 1077 observed turns, as three departures were leavings were missed due to 
human error. 

The slot with the smallest number of turns was the first slot of the first day of observation (50 turns) 
and the slot with the largest number of turns was the seventh slot of the same day (116 turns). Slots 
varied in terms of the level of crowdedness. The crowdedness level observed in the morning was low 
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but increased over time reaching its peak just after lunch time. The seat occupation was low by the 
closing time of the library.  During the observation, a high number of turns tended to occur when the 
space was crowded. The average crowdedness level was 33% during all the slots and the average 
density of each slot ranged from 15% to 49%. The most crowded moment was 43 occupied seats of 74 
seats (58% occupied) in the slot 4 of 1st observation.  

Slot 1st Observation 2nd Observation Total 

 Number of Users 
Crowdedness 

level 
Number of Users 

Crowdedness 
level 

Number of 
Users 

1 30 14% 31 15% 61 
2 60 33% 36 23% 96 
3 38 44% 40 42% 78 
4 52 49% 29 38% 81 
5 44 44% 37 25% 81 
6 52 50% 29 30% 81 
7 42 35% 20 25% 62 

Total 318 38% 222 28% 540 

Table 01. The number of users and the average Crowdedness level of the each slot. 
 

 The choice of seats was categorized by the number of users (individual or group) and the purpose 
(work or rest). Table 02 shows the breakdown of type of use of people choosing seats, and as shown 
the figures were proportionally similar across the two observations. 

 Individual Group Work Rest 
1st Observation 163 155 84 234 
2nd Observation 115 107 53 169 

Number of Users over  User Type 278 262 137 403 
Total Number of Users 540 540 

Table 02. The number of users over type (individual and group) and purpose (work and rest) 
 

4.3 Validation of the Agent Based Simulation for the Hypothesis 
 We tested the developed agent simulation model using an actual site (a site in the British Library) to 
examine whether the agent selects a right seat using PRv. In order to look at the patterns made by the 
model, a run of 20 turns of choice of seats was observed (see Figure 08). The reason for selecting only 
up to 20 turns was that this shows clear patterns of agent choice of seats, whereas with a higher 
density the patterns become harder to see.  
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Figure 08. Sequence tracing graph of seat choice on floor plan 

The selection of the first agent should take the highest PRv seat keeping large enough P-distance from 
others if the simulation works properly. In addition, the joining agents will continue to select the 
highest value PRv seating available from the remaining seats.  Because density will increase as more 
agents sit in the space, the P-distances reduce as more selections are made.   

 

Figure 09. Sequence tracing graph and table of PRv (top) and P-distance (bottom). 
 

We tracked the choice of seats in order, linking between each selection and the next on the floor plan 
and plotted this on a graph which was helpful to understand how the pattern of selection changes over 
turns (see Figure 08 and 09). The choice of seat generally showed a clear pattern that agents select 
seats with the highest PRv and long enough P-distance from others if there are enough seat options. 
However, this pattern at the same time had exceptions which are possible in real settings according to 
the given configuration of the space. The highlighted seat ID in Figure 09 is the exception which is 
not following the descending trends. The exceptions were usually occurred to the seats which have 
high PRv but not enough P-distance.  

 

4.4 Validation of the Agent Based Simulation in Real Settings. 
 Based on the validation of PRv, we compared the present agent based simulation with the result of 
the observation in the British Library to demonstrate how the present model approximates human 
behaviour patterns in a real environment setting. It was hard to approximate a single seat selection of 
individual, and the overall collective results of choice of seats were also insufficiently clear to verify 
its pattern. However, it was relatively effective to find a certain pattern by analysing the results which 
are collective but divided into 14 slots. 

To make the simulation similar to the conditions of the onsite observation the level of crowdedness 
and total turn of simulation (number of seat choice) were matched to observed figures. The first user’s 
seat arrangement in the observation of each slot was also used in the simulation system as the seed 
placement of the slot for agent simulation. From the seed placements, the agent simulation was carried 
until the selection turn was over and the seating arrangements of the last moment of the slot were 
compared to the observed seat arrangement by users with three criteria PRv, P-distance and 
concordance rate, the matching rate of occupied seat between agent simulation and observation.  
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Both agent and users selected the seats with high PRv and longer P-distance which were regarded as 
ideal staying place for a human in space under the condition of low density. This tendency for the 
choice of seats was weakened as the level of crowdedness increased because of the lack of option 
remaining in the space.  

To be specific, the average PRv of seats selected by agents in densities below 0.2 showed clear 
preferences on PRv in their Choice of seats with over 0.7 PRv (R2 = 0.82, P<0.001). The agents also 
tried to keep enough distance (ideally 3.7m but showing two to three meters in this simulation) with 
others under low density but the distance shrunk rapidly as density is increased. (R2= 0.845, P< 
0.001)  

On the other hand, people made less strong patterns than agent simulation but clear patterns of 
preference on high PRv and longer P-distance in a low level of crowdedness. We observed from the 
crowdedness degree (whole slots), that people tried to select slightly higher PRv than the overall 
seats’ average PRv(0.38) keeping around 0.5 of PRv and the strength of tendency decreased over the 
downward trends of density (R2= 0.380, P<0.05). The average P-distance of people was also longer in 
low crowdedness degree and the distance became shorter as the space became more crowded 
(R2=0.428, P<0.05).  

It should be noted that the last slot of each day of observation (7th and 14th slots) were not selected 
for analysis as they were exceptional times in which people rarely choose to find a seat but just leave 
as the time for the library to close approaches making the whole slot an outlier as far as P-distance is 
concerned. For example, when three people chose seats, they considered P-distance but if three people 
are left in a space since the moment it was crowded, there are no correlations between their distance to 
each other and their personal space. 

 

 Simulation Observation  

 PRv P-distance PRv P-distance Concordance 
Rate 

Slot 07 
density >0.35 0.675 3.74 0.406 3.59 0.00 

Slot 06 
density >0.50 0.487 1.24 0.455 1.09 0.57 

Slot 05 
Density>0.44 0.513 1.22 0.476 1.16 0.61 

Slot 04 
Density>0.49 0.487 1.05 0.416 1.10 0.59 

Slot 03 
Density>0.44 0.487 1.24 0.422 1.14 0.58 

Slot 02 
density >0.33 0.503 1.28 0.433 1.19 0.54 

Slot 01 
density >0.15 0.744 2.75 0.527 2.42 0.50 

*The number of choice of seats (turn) over slots : slot 01(50), slot 02(97), slot 03(77), slot 04(100), slot 05(97), slot 
06(101), slot 07(116)  | *The number of observed user over slots : slot 01(30), slot 02(60), slot 03(38), slot 04(52), slot 
05(44), slot 06(52), slot 07(42) 
*Average PRv of  overall the seats: 0.39 
*Agent simulation have same number of turn, and density with observation.  

Table 03. First observation | PRv, P-distance and concordance rate over different crowdedness Lvl. (slot) 
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 Simulation Observation  

 PRv P-distance PRv P-distance Concordance 
Rate 

Slot 14 
density >0.25 0.652 2.13 0.495 1.56 0.31 

Slot 13 
density >0.30 0.575 1.85 0.514 1.16 0.48 

Slot 12 
Density>0.25 0.658 2.36 0.500 1.39 0.39 

Slot 11 
Density>0.38 0.553 1.62 0.510 1.49 0.42 

Slot 10 
Density>0.42 0.530 1.35 0.421 1.05 0.44 

Slot 09 
density >0.23 0.571 1.94 0.452 1.20 0.42 

Slot 08 
density >0.15 0.705 2.26 0.490 1.44 0.40 

*The number of choice of seats (turn) over slots : slot 01(51), slot 02(62), slot 03(71), slot 04(71), slot 05(74), slot 06(55), 

slot 07(55) | *The number of observed user over slots : slot 01(31), slot 02(36), slot 03(40), slot 04(29), slot 05(37), slot 

06(29), slot 07(20) 

Table 04. Second observation | PRv, P-distance and concordance rate over different crowdedness Lvl. (slot) 

 

When it comes to the concordance rate between choices of agent and human, the graph indicates a 
correlation between the two datasets. However, the reason why the concordance rate is increased as 
density is high is because of the lack of seating option not the increased accuracy of agent simulation 
in high density. The core of the proposed research was rather finding out to which degree the same 
patterns emerge (to select high value seats) in both agent simulation and onsite observation with 
similar figures over crowdedness level. 

 

  

Agent Simulation | PRv - Crowdedness Lvl. 
(r2 = 0.820 / P <0.001) 

Observation | PRv - Crowdedness Lvl. 
(r2=0.380 / P<0.05) 

  

  

Agent Simulation | P-distance - Crowdedness Lvl. 
(r2 = 0.845 / P<0.001) 

Observation | P-distance - Crowdedness Lvl. 
(r2 = 0.428 / P<0.05) 
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Concordance Rate - Crowdedness Lvl 
(r2 = 0.446 / P<0.05)  

Figure 10. Choice of Seat pattern analysis with PRv, P-distance and concordance rate over crowdedness Lvl. 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

 The patterns of agent simulation were significantly stronger than the observed user’s choice of seats, 
thus contrasting the different natures of both decision-making systems: the strictly rule-based agent 
simulation and the complex and flexible human decision-making process. The seats selected by agents 
had higher PRv and larger P-distance than the observed users during all 14 slots (depending upon the 
level of crowdedness). On the other hand, the choice of seats by humans did not show patterns as 
strong as agents although the human spatial preferences also have a pattern similar to the agent 
patterns.  Hence, the choice of seats by a human in a real setting is much more complex and contains 
undetermined factors different from visibility and personal space.  

There were many exceptions and unexpected seat arrangements occurring during the observation, and 
these could be regarded as outliers and ignored when analysing the general patterns. However, two 
observed tendencies in seat preference need to be considered to make the agent simulation and 
research more suitable for human-staying pattern analysis.  

Firstly, the reason for the low concordance rate in zone E was that the area mainly occupied by group 
users: the type of users who are less sensitive to P-distance and visibility. Rather, different criteria 
were potentially involved in their choice of seats, such as physical availability with sufficient space 
and number of seats according to onsite observation. 

Secondly, human preference on visibility was not only about quantitative measures such as visible 
area (connectivity) or visible distance (LoS) but also about qualitative measures related to the criterion 
of visible quality, including such factors as materials, the colour of structures and space brightness.  
Thus, even though the direction’s LoS was short, it could provide the user with better visual qualities 
according to what the user is seeing. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

 The main contribution of the present study is that it is not only experimenting and analysing human 
space usage patterns but also developing a design analysis tool with new metrics for VGA which 
designers can potentially use in their design process.  

For this purpose, two notable theories about humans’ space usage patterns were translated into VGA 
as rules of the agent simulation model to approximate them in a real setting. Different measurements 
about visibility were explored, and a new VGA metric for PRv was proposed. The proposed agent 
based simulation model also followed an approximation of personal space for privacy, making the 
choice of seats more similar to a hypothetic human’s staying patterns. Fuzzy logic was used to 
represent the uncertainty of personal space in a mathematical way. 
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Consequently, the present new VGA metric for PRv and simulation model was partially validated in 
this paper by verifying the relation between PRv and seat choice order (20 turns) that the simulation 
model made in an actual site. In a case study, we conducted an experiment twice at the same place in 
order to examine how the theoretical seat-choice patterns work in an actual space. The observed data 
in the case study were compared to the result of the agent-based simulation, which was carried out 
under the same conditions. We could verify the hypothetical seat preference patterns (anchored 
seating and the eccentricity) in the case study by analysing the results with 14 slots that have different 
levels of crowdedness by slot. Moreover, the result of the agent-based simulation showed similar 
patterns to a more or less degree.  

The value of the present research is based upon finding users’ choice of seat patterns and explain 
those with the proposed PRv and P-distance in real settings, not estimating the individual choice of 
seats. Despite the complexity of human behaviours in an actual space, this research proposes the 
possibility of considering a specific human behaviour, namely choice of seats, with visibility and 
psychological influences, which is able to be regarded as a part of a design process for human-
oriented space. In detail, the software developed for this research can be used by researchers and 
designers to examine the prospect and refuge of different spaces, giving them a possible insight into a 
user’s staying pattern in that space. With these results, the configuration of a space and how that 
affects people’s decisions to stay can be re-examined to consider this aspect of human behaviour. 
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